Chairman's report to 2O18 PAM AGM.

The metamorphosis of the pAM continues apace, in many respects due to the dedicated work of the
PAM committee for which, as Chairman, I sincerelythank them for'
The move to the Old Thorns continues to hold open the door to new spectrae of activity that are
years
creating the encouraging, re-invigoration of George Makey's crusade that he instigated 44
ago.

that
The pAM format is much changed and will have to continue to be so to accommodate the needs
are essential in maintaining the aims of the PAM to provide as many powered wheelchairs as
possible for handicapped/disabled youngsters.

Much progress in developing the new look PAM has occurred thro' a lot of hard work by Jackie Alliss
numbers
and John Slocombe, happily aided by the opportunity of 'being on the spot' to increase the
of golfers taking or wanting to take part in the PAM and as Jackie said last year, giving us the

.doubtful, privilege of being possibly over-subscribed in future PAMs.
in the
For many years the PAM enjoyed support from our lrish colleagues when we were based
Kingdom of Fife; they contributed much and were a very welcome part of the PAM's annual

celebration.
lrish
The initiative of peter in approaching Michael Moss in lreland to explore the possibilities of an
influence being restored as part of the PAM scene, has resulted in the creation of the PAIM; Peter,
this.
Jackie and John Slocombe contributing much of the work along with Michael, to achieve
This ,re-union, is massively encouraging and will be both celebrated and consolidated at the 2o19
and PAIM to
Royal portrush Open Championship when severat chairs will be presented bythe PAM
lrish children frorn both sides of a hopefully, soft border. I have had the assuranc€ from Rhodri Price

at
that the R&A will do all ttrey can to ensure a successful presentation of the powered wheelchairs
Royal Portrush.
Much has gone on throughout the year regarding the provision of chairs by the Clubs and Societies
the
that supportthe PAM crusade, many stalwart supporters are stillto the fore, indgl,;gnffiom
such
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